Abstract-This paper addresses a multi-AGV flow-shop scheduling problem with a reinforcement learning method. Each AGV equipped with a robotic manipulator, operates on the fixed tracks, transporting semi-finished products between successive machines. The objectives dealt with here is to obtain a AGV schedule that minimize the average job delay and total makespan. After formulating such schedule problem as a Markov problem by defining state features, actions space and reward function, a new scheduling method is proposed, based on reinforcement learning. In this new method AGVs share full information on each machine's instant state and job being executed, making decisions thorough understanding of the entire flow shop. Simulation results demonstrate that this new method learns optimal or near-optimal solution from the past experience and provides better performance than multi-agent scheduling method in a dynamic environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Production scheduling is a very important and challenging problem in many manufacturing and processing industries [1] . As real production systems become larger and more complex [2] , it becomes difficult to solve the required combinatorial problems to optimally schedule robots for such systems [3] . On the other hand, manufacturing activities and processes in various manufacturing systems lead to inevitable flows and movements such as raw materials and job in process and final products among different sectors and parts. Hence, requirements such as transportation equipment in manufacturing systems are needed to transport, manage and organize these flows [4] .
Numerous studies have been conducted to work toward scheduling-problem solutions [5] and plenty complex methods have been proposed, ranging from genetic programming to mixed integer linear programming. However, few papers have taken AGV transportation problem under a dynamic and stochastic environment into consideration. This paper proposes a new method based on reinforcement learning for allocating transportation tasks to AGVs in a flowshop production line. The AGVs move on the fixed transfer tracks, serving machines with transportation of semi-finished products. When AGVs work together, operations they performed may affect each other. Then the system environment will no longer be stationery which requires the learning function to determine relatively appropriate schedule plans. Each AGV can acquire the state of the entire system and take corresponding actions. This method provides AGVs with learning capabilities to decide the tasks that needed to be done based on current situation of the system. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic concepts of reinforcement learning and its application. Section 3 provides the formulation of multi-AGV flow-shop scheduling problem into RL problem, followed by details of problem definition and variations. Description of the computational experiments, results and analysis are discussed in section 4. Conclusions and future research appear in section 5.
II. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement learning is an unsupervised learning method which is widely used in the area of artificial intelligence. Reinforcement learning is a model in which an agent learns to select an optimal or near-optimal actions to achieve its longterm goals through trial-and-error interactions with dynamic environment [6] . Four key elements of RL methods are defined by Sutton and Barto [7] : policy, reward function, value function, model of the environment. A policy provides the agent with specific actions in each state. A reward function specifies the corresponding payment on transition from one state to another. RL method aims to learn the optimal or near-optimal policy from interactions between agent and its environment, considering maximization of the numerical reward (r).
Specifically, at each decision time step q, the agent interacts with the environment and acquires the current state sq, and then select an action at A(sq), according to the value of sq ( V(sq) ), or the value of the state-action pair (sq , aq), Q(sq , aq). The selection depends on a specific policy π q . After the action changing the environment, the environment transfer into a new state sq +1 , and an immediate reward ( rq+1 ) is received by the agent, which presents the payment for the selected action. Then the state values and state-action pair values will be updated by iterations, and finally a policy which maximizes the average reward R can be learned.
In recent years, because of RL method's capability of finding the optimal or near-optimal solutions in dynamic environments, RL algorithm has been widely applied to a variety of production scheduling problems. These applications are performed in many manufacturing systems, such as flow shop [8, 9] , job shop [10] and Flexible Manufacturing System(FMS). Wang and Usher [11] performed Q-learning upon a single machine dispatching rule selection problem to find the optimal policies. Jiao et al. [12] addressed a stochastic economic lot scheduling problem (SELSP) for a single machine make-to-stock production system with two RL algorithms: QLS and QLIH for real-time decision-making. Helman et al. [13] proposed a collaborative RL method to solve a two-robot flow-shop scheduling problem with four robot collaboration levels. Generally, the difficulty in applying RL algorithm to production system mainly lies in how to formulate scheduling problems in production system into reinforcement learning problems and how to assure the feasible solutions to the scheduling problems can be learned by the algorithm.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Problem Statement
The flow-shop scheduling problem considered is formulated as follows. Fig. 1 shows, Jobs that wait to be processed on machine Mi are stored in IJBi, and those already processed by Mi are stored in OJBi. At the beginning all the jobs are assumed to be available at IJB1 and the operation of loading a waiting job from machine's IJB or unloading a processed job to machine's OJB is performed automatically, with no relevance to the AGV's presence.
Several AGVs R1...Rq...Rk (1≤q≤k) are deployed to transfer products between the machine buffers. All these AGVs move on the fixed parallel paths, serving machine with the equipped robotic manipulator. Transferring a job from OJBi to IJBi+1 takes time tq,i for AGV Rq. In order to grab a new job, the AGV must move from its last position, at say IJB1 to OJBi in time tq,1,i. It is assumed that the job transferring speed and the empty travelling speed of AGV are the same. For example, a AGV of type q has speed Tq meter per second, no matter carrying a job or not. Hence considering distance D(i,i+1) meters between buffer OJBi and IJBi+1 , job transferring time or empty travelling time can be calculated by equation tq,i =D(i,i+1) /Tq . The objective of this research is to achieve the optimal or nearoptimal AGV scheduling policy, which leads to the minimization of makespan. For all the job-processing times is relatively fixed and constant, the problem is considered as minimizing the AGVs' total traveling and waiting time. Reinforcement learning with updating Q-learning function has been chosen as an proper solution to solve the problem when the system is dynamic, which requires less programming effort compared with other methods. Also RL using Q-learning behaves better than dynamic programming methods when dealing with larger state spaces. With more experience accumulated, the deviation between the true Q function value and the estimate Q function value decreases gradually. System state space, action space, reward function and Q-learning function are defined in next section. A system transition epoch t is defined when an AGV unloads a job onto a machine ' s buffer and is ready for carrying out another job. From this moment the next action is selected and the AGV will move to the related machine. The learning episode includes several epochs(as a sequence) until the system reaches the final state.
B. System State Space S
The system state space is defined by the states of the buffermachine pairs and the current positions of the AGVs. Lpz means that Rj's location is between machine Mp and Mp+1 and Lpp means that Rj is located at machine Mp. At the beginning the state of the system is S0 ={2,1,1..1; L11,...L11}, as every machine is idle except the first machine and all the machines' output buffer are empty. In the final state all the jobs have been processed by all the machines, located in the last machine's output buffer, while the AGVs are located in random machine's location.
C. Action Space A
In the action space A there is a set of actions A={a1, a2 ...,ai ,...,am-1}. Action ai is defined as the AGV transporting a job from Mi's output buffer to Mi+1's input buffer. For all the jobs need to be transferred through m-1 machines, the minimum number of transitions should be should be n*(m-1).
D. System Transition Times
The system transition occurs when an AGV drops off a job onto one of the machines' input buffer, and then this AGV is ready for the next transporting task. Assuming that an AGV is at Mk's location and needs to transport a job from Mi to Mi+1, this transferring task includes two successive AGV movements:
(1) the first movement is the AGV moving from its current location to the output buffer of Mi, to pick up the job.
(2) the second movement is to move the product to the input buffer of Mi+1.
It should be noted that the second move may be delayed if there are no completed job in the output buffer of Mi. Hence this AGV must wait time d at machine Mi until a job has been completed by Mi+1. Here d is defined as the waiting time of the AGV, after it arrives at the output buffer of Mi. The whole time of the job transition is calculated as:
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Assuming that at time t0 the system starts, the system transition points can be defined as t1, t2, ... , tT. From equation (1) it can be concluded that the next time point is depended on whether the AGV waiting for a job to be processed or the job waiting for the AGV.
E. Reward Function
In this case, rewards are considered as penalties which depends on the AGV waiting time and the job waiting time. An AGV' s action reward can be defined as rq(t,i), calculated at each transition time point t for the AGV Rq that has finished a transfer task at Mk and is ready to transport another job from Mi to Mi+1. There are two different reward functions in this case, responsible for different forms of the rewards. For all the AGVs R1... Rq ...Rk , let AGV R1...Rq using a reward function r1(t,i), which intends to minimize AGV waiting time, and AGV Rq...Rk using a reward function r2(t,i), which intends to minimize job waiting time. The minimization of waiting time leads to the decrease of the makespan.
When an AGV Rq finishing a transfer task, it will take the next job at another machine. Here let the next machine denoted as Mi, and let AT(i) denoted as the AGV's arrival time at the output buffer of machine Mi (where AT(i)>t). As the machine Mi may be in any state, there will be two possible situations when AGV arrives:
Machine Mi is in the state si {2}. The AGV must wait until the machine has finished the operation.
Machine Mi is in the state si {3,4}. The AGV encounters no delay and starts the next transporting job immediately.
In the second situation, when AGV arrives, all jobs stored have waited for different duration, so the AGV will select the job which waits the longest time. Here is a rule added that if machine Mi is in the state si {2}, the AGV will not come to it to pick up a job. 
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These two reward functions should not be adopted by one AGV simultaneously, and each AGV has a learning function Qq(St , at), which is updated according to the related reward value. When the AGV is ready for the next job, the rewards are calculated as immediate rewards r1m (t,i) and r2m (t,i) in the related Q learning function to select the next action according to a ε-greedy policy, which takes the past learning experience into consideration.
F. Learning Function Q
As mentioned before, in this case the AGVs scheduling method is based on Q learning. Q(St , at) is denoted as the value of the whole system at state St , when one of the AGV taking action at, which is updated according to equation (6) . In this learning function Q value is calculated based on reward values that reflects the AGV and job waiting time. In order to reduce the overall makespan, the AGV and job waiting time should be minimized. In the whole system the amount of the Q learning functions depends on the amount of AGVs. Each AGV has a related Q function calculated according to the reward type, which represents the AGV or job waiting time.
Here the Min function is used to minimize the waiting time. 
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Where α t is the learning rate that determines how much weight is allocated to the reward rqm (t,i) that has acquired according to the job finished by AGV, and γ is the discount rate. The Q value is updated at each transition time when the related AGV has just finished a job and received a reward value. The learning episode will be completed as the system comes to the final state.
G. Action selecting method
To provide an action to the AGV that is ready for the next job, a ε -greedy method for action selection is adopted, where ε is reduced over time according to equation (7) to encourage exploration at the beginning and exploitation as the AGV improves.
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Where the exponent β is positive, indicating how fast value ε decreases to 0, and Ei =i reflecting the i th episode. Here ε is designed as the probability of selecting an action at random(0≤ ε ≤ 1) for the ready AGV. With the probability ε , AGV will choose an action randomly and with the probability 1-ε, AGV will choose an action according to a greedy Q value method : choosing the action reflecting the Min{Q(St , at)}. Here the Min function is used to minimize the waiting time.
It is noteworthy that the AGVs using the same type of reward function should share the same Q value matrix. In this way the knowledge learned by different AGVs with the same optimal objective can be shared with each other, which accelerates the convergence speed of the Q value. Otherwise the Q value of the state-action pairs of the system may not reach the convergence with limited learning episodes and the optimal solution of AGVs' scheduling cannot be obtained .
IV. TEST AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed RL method, a simulation test was conducted for m=6 machines, n=50 jobs and r=2 AGVs. In this simulation the test was carried out on a PC with Intel Core(TM)4 Duo CPU(2.00GHZ) and 8.00GB RAM, and 5 trials were implemented, each consisting of 20 learning episodes. Job processing time of each machine is distinct from each other and sampled from a distribution between [4, 12] . The AGV transporting times between adjacent machines are sampled variously between [2, 10] . The values in the Q learning function are designed as follows: β =0.5 to encourage a proper exploration with the learning rate α t =0.8, and the discount rate γ =0.1 is adopted. All these values are determined according to the experience from the prior simulations. In the whole simulation test these variables remain unchanged for each trial.
The performance of the RL method is evaluated considering the total makespan of each learning episode. Fig. 2 shows the learning curve which presents the episode-depending change of the average makespan in the 5 trials. X-coordinate represents the number of episodes for training and ycoordinate represents the makespan of each learning episode. The curve drops fast during the first several episodes and then level off to the minimal values, illustrating the convergence of the optimal solutions. The result proves that this RL scheduling method of AGVs can learn knowledge according to the past experience and updates the AGVs ' actions to optimal ones. p One more test was carried out to compare the RL method with the multi-agent solution. In this test a scheduling method based on multi-agent and the RL method were applied in the same simulation environment.
When multi-agent method applied, each physical and logical entity is abstracted out as an agent. For example machine agent take charge of the processing work of its relevant machine, and AGV agent decides which transferring task is going to be performed by the related AGV. These agents make decisions based on the rule base deployed in their knowledge module. As the system starts processing the products, the agents communicate with each other to acquire the information they need for decision. This interacting mechanism is defined according to the agents' role and relationship among them, as shown in Fig.3 . After agents obtain the messages from others, they filter the key information related to the decision-making mechanism and determines the next action to take. In this experiment the transporting agents(AGV) abide by the rule that the job waiting for the longest time has the priority to be transferred. When all the jobs have been processed, the whole system resets and starts another nine processing cycle. Finally the average makespan of these ten cycles is recorded. In this test there are three types of the problem size. With the problem size scaling up, the total makespan of these two methods increases. All the system variables such as the machine processing time and AGV speed in both methods are kept in consistence, adopted from the first test. The total makespan based on these two methods are displayed in Figure  3 . X-coordinate represents the system problem size and ycoordinate represents the makespan of each method in different problem size. Here it can be seen that the proposed RL method provides a better performance when compared with multi-agent system. The makespan in RL method scenario is less than that in multi-agent method especially when the problem size is larger, which indicates that the proposed method can receive the more optimized solution when dealing with complex industrial environment. However, considering the benefits of the distributed structure of the multi-agent method, it may has better performance when dynamic changes happen in the system In this paper, an AGV scheduling method based on reinforcement learning is proposed to solve the scheduling problem in a flow shop production line. The objective is to minimize the total makespan of a large amount of jobs processed in the production line, which is mainly affected by the AGV waiting time and job waiting time. To achieve the objective, the most critical issue is applying reinforcement learning into scheduling. A MDP structure, including state features, action space and two type of reward functions, is formulated to solve the optimization problem in the AGV scheduling. The AGVs adopt different Q learning functions to adjust their actions within dozens of learning episodes. In order to evaluate the performance of this method, Two Simulation tests were carried out. The first one proves that based on the proposed method the solutions can reach the convergence and hence the optimal or near-optimal solution can be acquired. In the second test the proposed method is compared with the multi-agent scheduling method and it is verified that the proposed method provides better results on the total makespan. Further study should focus on the collaboration among all the AGVs and apply this scheduling method into more complex job-shop system.
